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J M <mathew5554@gmail.com>

Concert at Lancaster Festival: Fairfiled County Fairgrounds
1 message

JM <mathew5554@gmail.com> Sun, Jul 16, 2023 at 2:34 PM
To: "Jeff Mathew (YM))" <adelphiband@yahoo.com>, Gary Thomas <gandjthomas1@gmail.com>, Catherine Brown
<cl3brown1235@gmail.com>, Mary Kay Vandette <shineforthmaryk@frontier.com>, Bill Adkins <wsadkins6@gmail.com>,
Kirk Knecht <knechtk2@yahoo.com>, Charles and Ann Wood <woodfarm@horizonview.net>, Jan and Tom Schwieterman
<TJLEE96@netscape.com>, Sherry Mathew <mathew242555@gmail.com>, Jim and Carolyn Essman
<essman@ameritech.net>, Jeff Kelby <jeffreykelby@outlook.com>, Tom Spring <tespring@gmail.com>, Danielle Douglass
<msddouglas22@gmail.com>, Sarah Gaskell <sarahgaskell43@gmail.com>, "Angie Brewster, Marine flute player from Great
Seal Band" <devildog_4034_oh@yahoo.com>, David Winner <walterwinner77@gmail.com>, Mike Perry
<perry.mike36@gmail.com>, Valerie Valentine <valentinevalerie1@gmail.com>, Willford Petzel <wilpetzel65@gmail.com>,
John Cryder <jcryder@aol.com>, Kolin Loconti <kolinloconti@gmail.com>, "Fred Brown, Dr" <fjbrown@embarqmail.com>, J
M <mathew5554@gmail.com>, "Becky Ohlinger (YH)" <beckyohlinger@yahoo.com>, Liam Campbell
<lcampb0106@gmail.com>, Bryan Shonkwiler <bshonkwiler1977@gmail.com>, Keith Arnold <kmarnold47@outlook.com>,
"John Mathew (Gmail)" <copta2003@yahoo.com>, Diane Eaton <outbikin@spectrum.net>, Sherry Mathew
<sherrym@horizonview.net>, Everett Herald <herald.49@buckeyemail.osu.edu>, Eric Dieterich <ericdieterich@yahoo.com>,
Deb Dumm <debbie.dumm@icloud.com>
Bcc: "Jeff Mathew (YM))" <adelphiband@yahoo.com>, J M <mathew5554@gmail.com>

Adelphi Band Musicians:

Just a reminder.

Lancaster Festival Concert: 
Fairfield County Fairgrounds
Saturday July 22, 11:00-11:45

1. Especially for the newer musicians, allow yourself plenty of time to get into the
Fairgrounds and to the stage. We won't be able to park next to the stage, so they will
have golf carts picking us up. 

2. We have been told that we can park at the maintenance buildings just to the LEFT as
you go into the Fairgrounds from the Main Gate.
There the golf carts will be able to see you sooner and give you a lift to the stage
quicker.

Map of the Fairgrounds:
https://adelphiband.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/0/1/46013629/
map_of_lancaster_festival.pdf

3. There is an admission charge to get onto the grounds, but just tell them that you are
in the band and they will just waive you on through. 

4. Play List:
https://adelphiband.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/0/1/46013629/
lancaster_festival_play_list.pdf

https://adelphiband.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/0/1/46013629/map_of_lancaster_festival.pdf
https://adelphiband.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/0/1/46013629/lancaster_festival_play_list.pdf
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This is one of only 2 performances all year where we are the main focus of an event, as
opposed to basically being background music.

You will want to make sure that you pull your music ahead of time, in order, and
let me know no later than the day before if you are missing anything. 

I don't want to do an introduction to the audience for a song and then turn around and
be told by a musician that they couldn't find that song. 

They sent me a map of the grounds listing a lot of the vendors and activities:
https://adelphiband.weebly.com/uploads/4/6/0/1/46013629/7-22-
2023_map_of_events_at_lancaster_festival_001.jpg

Contact me if there are any questions.

--
Jeff Mathew
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